Overview
FuuzTM from MFGx

Feature Sets
Data Flow Designer
Process workflows
for your business needs.

The FuuzTM Data Flow Designer allows you to create business process workflows
based on your skill level, with no-code, low-code or pro-code application
development. The versatility of the Data Flow Designer enables your organization
to augment and automate manual processes. This includes “off-the-shelf”
software that Fuuz can tailor to meet your specific needs.

Schema Designer
Data captured and stored
specific to your business.

Some systems allow you to add custom fields to an existing schema, but with
Fuuz you’re in total control. The Schema Designer lets you control and define
specific data models to store information your business needs. Fuuz is the only
commercial package that bypasses performance degradation when your create
your own flows and schemes. Design and build the rock–solid solution your
business needs to be competitive and efficient.

Document Designer
Barcodes, labels, forms,
works orders, reports
and more.

With the Fuuz Document Designer, you can incorporate pixel-perfect
documents into any of your business processes, including barcode labels for
in-process materials, shipping labels, quote forms, order acknowledgements,
work orders and any other required shipping documents. Drag and drop your
document designs in just moments, using data from literally anywhere with
the native integration capabilities of Fuuz.

Dashboard Designer
Intuitive real–time
dashboards and KPIs.

Business intelligence and data mining are key to automating important
business decisions. With Fuuz Dashboard Designer, leveraging your data
into compelling, easy-to-use and intuitive dashboards has never been easier.
Create dashboards for literally any business process, from sales to shipping,
production, or OEE/TEEP line-side displays. Stakeholders can make decisions
based on real data, in real time, from any device with internet access.
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Device Gateway
Connect equipment,
files and people.

The Fuuz proprietary Device Gateway seamlessly bridges the digital gaps
between on-premise data sources and the cloud, without third-party bolt-ons.
The Gateway features an endless number of device drivers for your industrial
equipment, CMMs, printers and more. It supports local file processes and
monitoring, so you can integrate flat files or other documents into your data
flow. Install it on a single server or distribute it to your edge clients.

Browser Extension
Bridge and connect
systems in real time.

Other platforms lack the ability to perform real-time exchange of information
among your team, systems, software, and equipment. With the Fuuz web extension, this limitation is a thing of the past. The extension is a bridge between the
data flows, apps, documents, dashboards (or anything else you’ve built in Fuuz)
and your end-users or other systems. Augmenting your end users’
current systems with an easy-to-use and code-free way to streamline their
work is now easily done. Eliminate multiple apps, browsers, or dual data entry
with the Fuuz extension by bringing everything into a common, single user
interface. Add buttons, forms, dashboards, or other features you need to the
screens your users already know and are comfortable using.

UI Builder
Drag and drop to build
any solution.

The Fuuz UI Builder puts the power of making awesome apps into your hands.
Drag and drop everything you need onto your canvas and size, position and
link to your workflows and datasets in Fuuz. Build any solution at any level
of complexity. Unlike other no-code solutions, we built our platform with
manufacturing in mind, so you won’t run into the limitations and obstacles
other solutions put in your way for your complex processes.

Fuuztm is a cloud SaaS solution developed by MFGx, a Michigan-based software integration company,
to connect multi-platform enterprise software, industrial equipment, operating systems, people and
processes. For more, visit http://www.fuuzplatform.com/.
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